
1: Start off by making a new image, this one I made was 1000x1000. Make it the size of map / 
paper you'll be using.

2a: If you want a rough thatch select a portion (I used 1/4th) and use a filter > noise > some tool for 
noise. I used Hurl at 9 randomization and 1 repeat. 

2b: If you want a smooth thatch (not pictured) just make noise across the whole screen and skip the 
next step.



3: Use the 'scale tool' and resize the noise till it covers the whole screen. (We do this to make the 
thatches look larger / rougher) Delete the background.

4: Use the Colors>Desaturate>Lightness to remove any color from the selection.

5: Use Colors>Color to Alpha>Choose White as the color, Duplicate the layer. OPTIONAL: Add a 
white layer underneath the two duplicated spotted layers (it'll be easier to see)



6: Select one of the twin layers. Filters>Blur>Gaussian Blur HORIZONTAL. We'll leave vertical 
till the next step. Depending on how big the starting particles are will change the blur settings. If using 
the rough thatch use somewhere between 20 and 30, if you just added noise use somewhere between 5 
and 10.

7. Select the other layer and Gaussian blur it VERTICALLY using the same value as the horizontal.

The paper should look something like this.

8: If you want it darker merge the three layers (the Horizontal, Vertical, and White Background) 
and use the Colors>Curves tool to make it darker (grab the middle of the line and pull it towards the 
bottom-right corner, repeat if you want a really dark effect.)



9: If you want a transparent layer, use another color to alpha > white to preserve just the thatch.

10: If you want the thatch to be another color, use the Color to alpha step above, then 
Colors>Map>Color Exchange. Select Black for the “From Color” and whatever you'd like for the “To 
Color.” If you didn't want it to have an alpha layer, add a white background and merge them. (The 
Color to Alpha step is needed to make sure there are only shades of black, not grey.)



11:  If you're happy with the look and want it to function as the actual paper, add a tan/brown 
background and overlay the texture, playing with it how you would with the texture generated from the 
“Plasma” effect.

MERGING STEPS

12: If you'd prefer to go with a more readable / better textured paper Go look at Rob A's tutorial for 
making weathered paper, or make your own, etc.

13: Take the texture you generated and stick it behind the Parchment/ Paper layer. Select the Paper 
Layer with the “Fuzzy Select Tool.” Select the Texture layer below, invert the selection and delete it. 
You shouldn't be able to see the texture layer, with the paper layer covering it.

14: Use an eraser with a low opacity to make holes and weathered patches along the edges of the 
paper layer, revealing the texture below.

15: Use the eraser with low opacity to make smaller holes in the texture layer to match those made 
in the paper layer.

16: Use the “Fuzzy Select Tool” outside the texture layer. Play with the threshold till you end up 
selecting a few of the grey parts (the selection will look very jagged). Delete the selection.




